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CONSTITUTION OF KANS.4.S.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATBS,
PEBlWARY 18, 18.58.

Mr. DouGLAS, from the Committee on Territories, su)>mitted the
following

M I NORITY REPORT.
'

I am constrained to withhold my assent from the conclusion to
which the majority of the committee have arrived, for the reason,
among other things, that there is no satisfactory evidence that the
.constitution formed at Lecompton is the act and deed of the people of
Kansas, or that it embodies their will. In the absence of all affirmative evidence that the Lecompton constitution does '· meet the sense of
the people to be affected by it," and in oppositiot to the overwhelming
majority recorded against it at a fair and valid election held in pmsuance oflaw on the 4th day of J anuary, 1858, it is argued that the
Lecompton convention was duly constituted with full authority to
~rdain a cons.titution and establish a government, and, consequently,
it.he proceedings of that convention must be presumed to embody t he
popular will, although such presumption may be rebutteu and overthrown by the most conclusive evidence to the centrary.
Inasmuch, then, as the right of Congress to accept the Lecompton
,constitution and impose it upon the p~ople of Kansas, in opposition to
their known wishes and recorded votes, rests solely upon the assumption th~t the proceedings were technically legal and regular, and that
·the regularity of the proceedings must be made 0 override the popular
will, it becomes importa:st to inquire whether the convention was duly
constituted and clothed with full power to ordain a constitution and
-estabtish a Stat.e government, to the exclusion of the organic act and
territorial government established by Congress.
It is concede<l that, on the 19th day of February, 1857, the terrictorial legislat,ure passed a law providing for the election of delegates
to a convention to form a constitution and State government; and that
the convention, when assembled in pursuance of said act, was vested
with all the power which it was competent for the territorial legislature to confer, and which by the terms of the act was conferred on the
·convention, and no more. Did that territorial act have the ,legal
effect to authorize the convention to abrogate or suspend tthe territorial
government established by Congress, and substitute a State government in its place?
This committee, in their reports, have always held that a 'rerrit-0ry
is not a sovereign power ; that the sovereignty of a Territory is in
abeyance, suspended in .the United States in trust for the people when
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they become a State; that the United States, as the trustee, cannot be
divested of the sovereignty, nor the Territory be invested with the
r ight to assume and ex_ercise it, without, the consent of Congress. By
the Kansas Nebraska act the people of the Territory were vested with
all the rights and privilegesof self-government, on all rightful &.ubjects of legislation, consistent with and in obedience to the organic act;
but they were not authorized, at their own will and pleasure, to resolve themselves into a sovereign powel', and to abrogate and annul
the organic act and territorial government established by Congress,
aud to ordain a constitution and State government upon their ruins,
without the consent of Congress.
It would s~em, from his special message, that the President is under
the impression that the Kansas-Nebrnska act, from the date of its
passage, on the 30th of May, 1854, when there were not five hundred
white inhabitants in the whole conntry, authorized the people of those
Territories, respectively, or "any portion of the same," at their own
sovereigh will and pleasure, "to proceed ancl form a constitution in
their own way, without an express authority from Congress;" and
to suspend the authority of tbe territorial legislature, at least to the
extent of depriving it of the power to submit a constitution to the
people for ratification or rqjection before it should be deemed the act
a nd deed of the people of Kansas. With the most profound respect
for the opinions of tbe President, I must be pardoned for expre&iing
my firm convictions that neither the provisio11s of that act, nor the
history of the measure, nor the understanding of its authors and supporters at the time of its enactment, or at any period. since, justifies
or permits the construction which the President has placetl upon it.
It is certain that President Pierce, who signed and approved the Kansas-Nebrruska act, and whose aclministration was a unit in support of
the measure at the time of its enactment, did not understand that it
authorized the people of each or either of those 'rerrritories " io proceed and form a constitution in their own way without a.n express
authorityfrom Congres,'' from the fact that on the 24th day of January,
1856, he sent a special message to Congress, in which he recomJiended
an enabling act for Kansas as t.he appropriate legislative remedy for
the evils complained of in that Terril-Ory. His rccommendation;is in
these wordi, :
r
"This, it seems to me, can be best accomp1i_shcd by providing that,
when the inhabitants of Kansas may desire it, and shall be of suffi~ient numbers tQ constitute a State, a convention of delegates, duly
elected by the qualified voters, shall assemble to frame a constitution,
and thus prepare, through regular and lawful means, for its au.mission
into tbe Onion a..'! a State. I 'l'es:,ecJ/ully rW)TJimend the enactment of
a law to that effect.
" I recommend, also, that a special appropriation be made to defray
any e.tpense ~hich may become requisite in the execution of the laws
e.r the maintenance of puelic order in the Territory of Kansas."
The message of President Pierce, Gontaining this recommendation,
was referred to the Committee on Territories by the Senate, and, after
full examination and mature deliberation, this committee, on the 12th
day of March, 1856, made an elaborate rep~rt in explanation and
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vindication of the principlf's, provisions, and policy of the K a.nsasl\ebraska act, and arrivetl at the conclusion that "the recommenuation
of the President furnished the appropriate and legitimate mode of
eonducting the priucipleR, provisions, a.ml policy of the act to a snceessful and final consumma.tion, by the p11.Si:;nge of an act of Congress
authorizing tl1e l)(.'O})le of Kansas to hold a convc:-ntion anJ form a
eonstitutio11 anu 8tate government, when the inhabitants of Kansas
may desire it, and shall be of sufficient num hers to constitute a State."
The committee, in their report, responded to the President's recommendation in the following language :
"In compliance with th'"' first :recommendation, your committee ai:;k
.eave to report a bill, authorizing the Jegi:,latnro of the Territory to
provide by law for the election of delegates by the peoplo, and the
assembling of a convention to form a constitution and Stn.te government, preparatory to their :vlroission into the Union ou an equa1 footing with the original States, as soon as it shall appeur, 1)y acensns to
be taken under the direction of the governor, by the authority of the
legislature, that the Tcrrito1·y contains 11iuety-t.hree thou~uml fom·
hlindred and twenty inhabitants, that being the number required by
t be present ratio of repres~ntation for a mem°l)cr of Congress."
Thus it appears that the committee who wrote and reported the
Kansas-Nebraska bill, and the President who approved and imparted
--,itality to it by his signature, did n ot mean by that act to a uthorizeor recognize the right of tho people of a. 'l'erritory. with a few hundred
or even a few thou~and po1ml11tion, whene\'(~r they pleased to form a.
constitution and State government, "without an expriss authority
from Con~ress ;" but, on the eontrary, it clearly appears that theauthors of the n.ct understood, and intended it to be construetl and
executed as meaning, that while the people of those 'rerritories rf:'maiued in a tenitorial condition, they shoulcl exercise and enjoy all
the rights and privileges of self-government, in conformity with tho
organic act, a nd that, whon they should have the requisite 1rnmber
.c to constitute a State," and should desire it, Con~·re~s would ~ive it8
as.sent, in a subsequent act, to authorize them to form a con1:1titntion
and State go,ernmeut, and to come into the Union on an equal footing with the original States in all respects whatever. President
Pierce did not 8pccify the. number which he deemccl nccessa,·y to con11titute a State ; nor did the Cincinnati couYention, on the '' celebrated
occasion" referred to by the President in his annual message, designate the precise number which woulu entitle "the people of all theTerritories, including Kansas and Nebraska," to "form a constitutioill
with or without slavery, and be admitted into the Union upon termsof perfect equality with the other States;" but it it1 evident, from the
language employed, that they did not understand the right of admission to have accrued from the date of tl1e organization of each
Territory, nor when there shoul5i be a few hundred or a few thou.sand
inhabitants, nor at whate.or time the people of t he Territory should
feel disposed to claim t-he privilege, without reference to numbers, but
when , in the language of President Pierce, they should" be of s,iffecient
numbers to CO'Tl.8titute a State;" or, in the language of the Cincinnati
platform,o.sappearsin the extra.ct copied into theannun.1 message of the
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President, '' whenever the number of tlieir inhabitants J°usU:fies it;'' or,
in the language oft.he Committee on Territories, in the report to which
I have referred, so soon as it shall appear, by a census, "that the
Territory contains ninety-three thousand four hundred and twenty
in habitants-that being the number re(_[liired by the present t·atio ofrepresentation for a member of Congress." So it appears that each of these
authorities (if I may be permitted to use such a term in this connexion)
excludes the idea that a Territory may proceed to form a constitution
and State governmeut whenever it pleases without the consent of
Congress, and irrespective of the number of its inhabitants, ,md sustains the position that a 'l'crritory is not entitled to admission, according to the principles of the Federal Consti_tution, until it contains
population enough to constitute a State, and that it is the province of
Congress, instead of the 'J.lerritory, to determine what that numbe1·
shall be. While the Constitution of the United States does not, in
terms, -prescribe the number of inh.abitants requisite to form a State
of the Union, yet, in view of the fact that representation in the House
of Representatives is to be in the ratio of federal population, and that
.each State, no matter 'ho,..- small its populati9n, is to be allowed one
,representatives, it is apparent that the rule most consistent with fair•ness and justice towards the other States, and in harmony with the
,general principles of the Federal Constitution, is that which, according
to the ratio of population for the time being, is sufficient for a repr0sentati_ve in Congress. A reference to the debates which have occurred
in all the cases touching the sufficiency of population in the admission
of a State will show tnat the discussion has al ways proceeded on the
supposition that the rule I have indicated "·as the true one; and the
effort bas been, on the one side, to prove that the proposed State had
sufficient population, and, on the other, that it had not the requisite
numbers to entitle it to admission, in substn.ntial compliance with that
<rule. Iu view of these facts, I respectfully but firmly insist that
neither the principles nor the provisions of the Kansas-Nebraska act,
•nor of the Cincinnati platform, justifies the assertion that it was the
intention to abrogate this wise and just rule, and establish in lieu of
•i t the principle that " all the Territories, including Kansas and
::Nebraska," have a right, ,vhenever they please, and with whatever
population they may happen to possess, "to proceed and form a constitution, in their own way, without an express authority frolil. Cong ress," and demand admission into the Union on the plea that the
organic act was an enabling act. 1 do not insist that Congress, in the
exercise of a sound discretion, may not depart from the rule to which
I have referred, and make au exceptional case of a Territory under
peculiar circumstances, as the Senate proposed and the House of Representatives refused to do with Kansas in July, 1856; but in such a
case, if any can be sqown in our history, it must be regardecl as a concession by Congress, and not the recognition of a right in the 'ferritory. 'l'hat the Senate concurred with President Pierce and the
Committee on Territories, tha.t the Kansas-Nebraska act did not
authorize the people of those 'rerritories to .proceed and form a Sta~
constitution, whenever they chose, without the consent of Congress ;
and that the passage of an enabling act by Congress was the appro-
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priate and legitimate mode of carrying into effect the principles, provisions, and policy of the Kansas-Nebraska act, when those Territories,
respectively, should have the requisite population to entitle them to
admission into the Union as States, according to the principles of the
Federal Constitution, as guarantied by the treaty acquiring the country from France, is made apparent by the fact that on the 2d day of
July, 1856, in pursuance of the said recommendation of the President
and report of the committee, the Senate passed an enabling act for
Kansas, entitled "An act to autlwrize the pe,opfo of the Territory oj
Kansa,s to form a constitution and State government, preparatory to their
admission into the Union on an equal footing with tlie original States."
I quote from Senate Journal, page 414 :
" Ordered, That the bill be engrossed, and read a third time.
"The said bill was read the third time.
"On the question, Shall the bill pass?
"It was determined in the affirmative: yeas 33; nays 12.
' "On motion by Mr. Seward,
"The yeas and nays being desired by one-fifth of the senato1·s
present,
"Those who voted in the affirmative are" Messrs. Allen, Bayard, Bell of Tennessee, Benjamin, Biggs,
Bigler, Bright, Brodhead, Brown, Cass, Clay, Crittenden, Douglas,
Evans, Fitzpatrick, Geyer, Hunter, Iverson, J ohnson, Jones of Iowa,
Mallory, Pratt, Pugh, .Reid, Sebastian, Slidell, Stuart, Thompson of
Kentucky, Tombs, Tqucey, Weller, "\¥right, Yulee.
"Those who voted in the negative are- ·
"Messrs. Bell of New Hampshire, Colla.mer, Dodge, Durkee,
Fessenden, Foot, Foster, Hale, Seward, Trumbull, Wade, Wilson.
"So it was
"Resolved, That the bill pass, and tbat the title thereof be as aforesaid. "
From this official r ecord it appears that no senator voted against
tbe enabling act for Kansas in 1856 who had either _advocated or voted
for the Kansas-Nebraska act in 1854. While it is proper to rem;uk
that those senators who did vote against this enabling act justified
their opposition upon the ground that the provisions of the bill, and
the time and circumstances under which it was proposed to press it,
were not in accordance w·ith their views of public policy and duty, and
not upon the ground that the organic act was a sufficient enabling act
to authorize the people of the 'l'erritory to ordain a constitution whenever they pleased. Greate1: significance and importance are imparted
to these recommendations, reports, and votes in favor of an enabling
act for Kansas, in view of the fact that, a few months previously, theterritorial legislature had taken the preliminary step for calling
the Lecompton convention, by ordering an election to be held
a few months thereafter, for or against the cqnvention; while
the effect, as well as the design, of the enabling act thus recommended by the President and passed by the Senate would have been,
if it had passed the House and become a law, to arrest and put an end
to this irregular and unauthorized proceeding on the part of the territorial legislature, and to substitute in place of it a regular and legal
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mode of proceeding under the authority of Congress. Had the enabling aft become a law, whereby the people of Kansas would have
been autho1·ized to assume and exercise the sovereign power of establishing a constitution and Sta.tu government, the proceeding would
have been regular, lawful, and in strict conformity with the true intent and meaning of the Kansas-Nebraska. act. 'rhen the people of
Kansas wonld have become a sovereign power, clothed with full au•t hority to establish a constitution and State government in their own
way, subject only to the Constitution of the United States. But if
the proposition be true, that sovereign power alone can institute governments, and that the sovereignty of a Territory is in abeya.ce,
imspended in the United States in trnst for the people when they become a. State, and the sovereignty cannot be divested from the hands
of the trustee au<l vested in the people of the 'l'erritory without the
assent of Congress, it follows as an unavoidable conse<1uencP. that the
Kansas legislature, by the act of February 19, 1856, did not, and
could not, confer upon the Lecompton convention the sovereign power
of ordaining a constitution for the pQople of Kansas in th.e place of the
organic law passed by Congress. 'rhe convention seems to have been
conscions of this a.bsence of sovereign power on their part, ancl seeks
to supply the _deficiency by referring the constitution t o the people at
a.n election on thc ·2lst of December last " for ratification or r~jection,"
with the further provision that "this CO'lt8litution shall take ~f!ect and
be in fo,·ce from, and after ifs ratification by the people, a-s ltereinbefo•re
provided.''
I will quote some of the provisions on this point:
" Before this constitution be sent to Congress, asking admission
into the Union as a State, it shall be submitted to all the white male
inhabitants of this Territory for apprornl ot· disapproval, as follows," &c.
And again :
"At which election the constitution formed by this convention
shall be submitted to all the white male inhabitants of the Territory
of Kansas in said Territory upon that day, and over the age of
twenty-one years, for ratijicaflion or 1·ejection, in the following manner
and form, '' &c.
And further :
·
"SECTION 16. This constitution shall take effect and be in force
from and after the ratification by the people, as hereinbefore }'r.vided."
From these provisions it is clear that the convention did not openly
assert and exercise the authority to ordain and establish the coustitu ·
tion by virtue of anr sovereign power vested in that body, but referred it to the people for ratification or rejection, und_er the supposition that the popular will expressed through the ballot-box migh t
impart vitality and validity to it. But before the time arrived for
holding the election on the ratification or rejection of the constitu- .
tion, as provided by the convention, the tcrritoria.l legislattlre interposed its authority by the passage of a law providing that said constitution should be submitted to th.e people for ratification or rejection
at a fair election, to be held in conformity with the lawe of the Terri-
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tory, on the 4th <lay of January, 18J8. The reasons for this legislative interposition, by which the vote on the constitutiqn ~as in
effect to be postponed from the 21st of December to the 4tli of January, and then held and conducted and the returns made in the
manner prescribed by law, may be deduced from the following facts :
1. That while the convention recognized the right of the people
of Kansas to "raJify" or "reyect" saicl com1titution, and provided
that it should not t.ake effect, nor be submitted t-0 Congress for
acceptance, u ntil so rat.Hied at an election to be held for the pur pose of" ralijication" or "rejection," yet the mode of submii.sion prescribed by the con,•cntion was such as to remler it impofii:ihle for the
people to reject it at said election, e,en ff there should be but one
person offerini; to vote for it, and twenty thousand against; since no
person w.a s to be permitted to vote unless he would vote fo1· 'the cont1titution1 a.nd those who should offer t-0 Yote ago.inst the constitution
were to be excluded from the polls, and deprived of the privilege of
voting at all at said election.
2. That the mode of submission -proscribed by the convention did
not fairly preRcnt t.he question to the people, to be decided at that
election, whether Kansas sho11ld be a i;laveholding or a non-slaveholding State, for the reason that while there was known to be many
pro-slavery men residing in the Territory who were anxiom1 to vote
in favor of making Kanst\S a slavcholdi11g State, but were at the
same time irreconcilably opposed to that const.itution; and while it
was also known that there were many free-State men resident in the
T erritory who were equally opposed tQ the constitution, whether the
slavery clause shonld be retained or excluded ; yet the convention
had provided, in efl.ect, that no pro-slavery man should vote in favor
of making Kansas a slaveholding St.ate, unless he at the snme time
recorded his Tote in favor of the constitution; nor should any freeState man vote in favor of making KansR.s a free State, u nless he at
the same time would record his vote in favor of the constitution.
3. That, inasranch as the convention did not possess any legislative
power, it could not prescribe, and did not attempt to provide, any
penalties or punishments for illegal and fraudulent voting, or for false
and fraudulent returns, except by a vague and vain r-etercnce to the
territorial laws.
4. That the schedule of the constitution hacl t.a.ken the whole management of said election out of the hands of the territorial officers.,
and plaC6d it into the hands of commissioner!'I, judges, and clerks, to
be appointed by and under the authority of the president of the convention; and even if the territorial laws could he construed as applicablo to the perHons so appointed to conduct this election, yet fraudulent aml spurious ancl forged returns could be made with impunity,
as hall b~en tho case in other elections, for the reason that, by some
singular omission or inadvert~nce, tl,e election laws of the Territory
failed to provide any penalties or punishment for such offen()('s.
Do not the11e focta furnish sufficient reasons to justify the territorial
legialat11re in interposing its authority, as it <lid on the 17th of December, in the passage of a law which, ia effect, postponed the ele<r
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iii.on on the ratification or rejection of the constitution until the 4th of
January, and provided that on that day a fair election should be held,
a.t which 'every legal voter in the Territory might record his vote for or
against the constitution, and for or against the slavery article, freely
and unconditi0nally, and also made wise and effective provision to
protect the ballot-box and returns from fraud and violence?
The result of the election of the 4th of January on the ratification
or rejection of the Lecompton constitution was officially a.nnounced by
the governor and presiding officers of the two houses of the legislature of the 'ferritory, in the following proclamation:
"In accordance with the provisions of an act entitled 'An act submitting the constitution framed at Lecompton under the act of the
legislative assembly of Kansas Territory, entitled An act to provide
for ta.king a census and election of delegates to a convention,' passed
February 19, A. D. 1857', the undersigned tinnounce the following as
the official vote of tlie people of Kansas Territory on the questions as
therein submitted on the 4th day of January, 1858:
)

I

Connties.

Lea.v enworth ________________ .________________ _
.Atchlson ____________________________________ _
Doniphan ______ : ____________________________ _
Brown
_____________
. -------------------------_
Nemaha
____________________________________
M.ar~hall ____________________________________ _
Riley _______________________________________ _

207

Pottawatomie
__ - _-- _- - -- - - -- -- ---- - - - -------- --- --Calhoun
_____________________________
Jefferson _______ , ____________________________ _

249

Johnson- - - - - --- - - . - - ---- - -- - - - - - - --- -- - - •-- Lykins ________________ ···-···-·----------·'
Linn _______. ______ ----------·--------------·
Bourbon __________ -------------------------·Douglali---- _____ : ____ ----· _________________ _
Franklin ________•___________________________ -Anderson
______
• ______
- -____
- ---_____
_-- - -______
- - --- ----- -- - -_
.Allen
______
_______
_________

b11aw11ee __________ • __________ _______________ _
-Coffee ____________________ --------------- - ---

TotaL. ____ . __ .. _____ • __ •• __ • _ . ___ - - •• • I

*

392
358
510
268
1,647
304
• 177
• 191

463

Dav~--------··----------···-----------------

•

377

832

::!~~-;::::======-~-======================:
l3rcckinridge
_ - - -- ________ __ - - - --- -- - • - -- • -- --1
.Madison __ . ___ ._ . __ _ ___ . _______ • ________ . ___ _
'

1,997
536
561
I Si
238
G6
287

I

'

10
4

1
2

--- - -----2'

1
7

2
1

2

l

1

55
21

2'

1

I·

4
3
4

28

50

l

177

191
40
21

10,2Z6

138

24

•
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" Some precincts have not yet sent in their returns, but the above
is the complete vote received to thi.s date.
"J. W . DENVER,
'' Secretary and A.ctinq Governor .
"C. W. BABCOCK,
"President of the Council.
"G. W. DEITZLER,
'' Spealce1· of the House of Representatives.
" ,JANUARY 26, 1858."
From this official proclamation, it appears that the Lecompton constitution was repudiated and rejected by the people of Kansas at that
-€lection by a clear majority of ten thousand and sixty-four (10,064)
votes.
It is proper, however, to remark, that, notwi~hstanding the legislature.had provided by law that ,the vote on the ratification or rejection of the constitution should take place on the 4th day of January,
the friends of that instrument, in disregard of the law, held an election on the 21ilt of December, under the pretended authority of the
convention; and that it appears from a proclamation signed by C. W.
Babcock, president of the council, and by G. W. Deitzler, speaker of
the house of representatives of the Territory, who were present by
invitation of John Calhoun, president of the convention, at the counting of the votes, that six thousand one hundred and forty-three (6,143)
votes were returned for " the constitution with slavery," and that five
hundred and eighty-nine (589) votes were returned for "the constitution with no slavery," showing a majority of five thousand five hundred and seventy-four (5,574) votes cast at that election for "the
constitution with sla,.very," as presented to Congress for adoption.
It is also stated in the same proclamation that "more than one-half
of this majority was cast at those very sparsely settled precincts in the
Territory, two of them in the Shawnee reserve, on land not open for
settlement, viz:
" Oxford, Johnson county ......... .................. ... ...... .. ........... 1,266
"Shawnee, ,Johnson county. ........... .. ..... .. ...... ...... ............
729
"Kickapoo, Leavenworth county ... .... ........... .... ..... ... .. ....... 1,017
"Total ... ... ... ...................... .. ................. ...... ... ... 3,012
"From our personal knowledge of the settlements in and around
the above places, we have no hesitation in saying that the great bulk
of these votes were fraudulent; and taking into view the other palpable but less important frauds, we feel safe in saying, that of the whole
vote polled, not over two thousand were legal votes polled by the citizens of the Territory."
But assuming this election to have been fair and valid, although
not held and conducted according to law, and assuming the returns
to have been genuine, and the voters to have been all citizens of the
Territory, notwithstanding the recent developments of the enormous
frauds at the polls and in the returJ?.s-assuming all this, let us see

*
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how the matter stands when we compare the result of' the two elections:
At the elec~ion. on the 4th of January, the majority against
the constitution was.............................. ... .. ... .. . . ... ..... 10,064
At the election on the 21st of Decemoer, the majority in favor
of the constitution, as presented to Congress, was............. . 5,574
Showing a clear majority against the constitution, on comparison of the returns of the two elections, and supposing
each to have been fair and legal, of.. .............................

,

4,490

If, from this calculation, we deduct the fraudulent votes, according
to the statement of the presiding officers of the two houses of the legislature, who were present at the opening of the polls and the counting of the votes, by the invitation of the president of the convention,
and we have a majority of mere than eight thousand, or four to one of
all the legal voters of Kansas in opposition to the constitution.
The manner in which the advocates of the Lecompton constitution
hope to avoid the force of this overwhelming verdict against it by the
people of Kansas is explained in the following passage from the recent special message of the President of the United States, which contains all that he says upon the subject:
" It is proper that I should briefly refer to the election held under
an act of the territorial legislature, on the first Monday of January
last, on the Lecompton constitution. This election was held after the
Territory had been prepared for admission into - the Union as a
sovereign State, and when no authority existed in the territorial legislature which could posl!libly destroy its existence or change its character. The election, which was peaceably conducted under my instructions, involved a strange inconsistency. A large majority of the persons who voted against the Lecompton constitution were, at the very
same time and place, recognizing its valid existence in the most
solemn and authentic manner, by voting under its provisions. I have
yet received no official information of the result of this election."
It is to be regretted that, on the 2d day of February, the President
bad received no official information of the result of the election held
on the 4th day of January, which were published in the "proclamation" to which I have referred, and were republished in the newspapers vfthis city and of New York as early as the 30th of January,
from which proclamation the_President would have learned, if he had
received it, that the people of Kansas had repudiated and rejected the
Lecompton constitution by more than ten thousand majority at that
election. It seems however, that the President attaches no importance to this overwhelming vote of the people against the constitution,
for the reason that be supposes "this election was held after the Territory had been prepared for admission into the Union as a sovereign
State, and when no authority existed in the territorial legislature
which could possibly destroy its existence or change its character."
By what authority had the Territory been prepared for admission into
the Union? Certainly not by the authority of Congress, for I have
<
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already shown that Congress withheld its assent when asked by President Pierce, in a special message, to grant it. Was it by authority of
the territorial legislature? It is a peculiar doctrine that a territorial
legislature may assemble a convention without the assent of Congress,
and empower the convention, w4en assembled, to abrogate or impair
the authority of the territorial government established by Congress,
of which the legislature is a constituent pal't. This question does not
now arise for the :first time in the history of our country. It arose
under the administration of General Jackson, on the right of the territorial legislature of Arkansas « to prepare that territory for admission into the Union as a sovereign State, without any express authority from Congress;" and, after mature deliberation, General
Jackson delivered the decision of his administration upon the proposition, through Mr. Butler, his Attorney General. I quote from the
opinion:
"'I'o suppose that the legislative powers granted to the general
assembly include the authority to abrogate, alter, or modify the territorial government established by the act ·of Congress, and of which
the assembly is a constituent part, would be manifestly absurd. The
act of Congress, so far as it is consistent with the Constitution of the
United States and with the treaty by which the Territory, as a part
of Louisiana, was ceded to the United States, is the supreme law of
the Territory ; it is paramount to the power of the territorial legislature, and can only be revoked or altered by the authority from which
it emanated. The general assembly and the people of the Territory
are as much bound by its provisions, and as incapable of abrogating
them, as the legislatnres and people of the American States are bound
by and incapable of abrogating the Constitution of the United States.
It is also a maxim of universal law, that •when a particular thing _is
prohibited by law, all means, attempts, or contrivances to effect such
thing are also prohibited. Consequently, it is not in the power of
the general assembly of Arkansas to pass any law for the purpose of
electing membe~·s to a convention to fo~·m a constitution and State
government, nor to do any other act, directly or indirectly, to create
such new government. Every such law, even though it were approved
by the governor of the Territory, would be null and void ; if passed
by them, notwithst~nding his veto, by a vote of two-thirds of each
branch, it would still be equally void."
Thus it appears that, under the administration of General Jackson,
the doctrine obtained-and I have never heard its correctness questioned until the present session of Congress-that a convention assem- ·
bled under the authority of a territorial legislature, " without an express authority from Congress," had no right or power to prepare the
Territory for admission into the Union as a sovereign State, and
thereby abrogate or impair tho authorit.y of the territorial legislature
over all rightful subjects of legislation consistent with the organic act.
If this view of the subject be correct, it follows, necessarily, that the
Lecompton convention, in forming the constitution, did not by that
act, ahd could not by any act, impair, diminish, or reAtrain the authority of the territorial legislature; and hence, that the constitution
formed at Lecompton, and presented to Congress for acceptance, should
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be considered and treated like any other memorial or petition, which
Congress may accept or reject, or disregard, according to the facts and
circumstances of the case. This point was also considered and decided
by General Jackson's administration in the Arkansas case, as appears
by the following extract from the same opinion of Attorney General
Butler :
"But I am not prepared to say that all proceedings on this subject,
on the part of the citizens of Arkaneas, will -be -illegal. They undoubtedly possess the ordinary privileges and immunities of citizens
of the ·united States. Among these is the right of the people 'peaceably to assemble and to petition the government for the redrnss of
grievances.' In the exercise of this right, the inhabitants of Arkansas
may peaceably meet together in primary assemblies, or in conventions
chosen by such assemblies, for the purpose of petitioning Congress to
abrogate the territorial gover~ment, and to admit them into the Union
as an independent State. The particular form which they may give
to their petition cannot be material, so long as they confine themselves
to the more right of petitioning, and conduct all their proceedings in
a peaceable manner. And as the power of Congress over the whole
subject is plenary and unlimited, they may accept any constitution,
however framed, which, in their judgment, meets the sense of the people
to be affected by it. If, therefore, the citizens of Arkansas think proper to accompany their petition by a written constitution, framed and
agreed on by their primary assemblies, or by a convention of delegates chosen by such assemblies, I perceive no legal objection to their
power to do so, nor to any measures which may be taken to collect
t he sense of the people in resvect to it : provided, always, that such
measures be commenced and prosecuted in a peaceable manner, in strict
subordination to the existing territorial government, and in entire subserviency to the power of Congress to acl<>pt, rejetJt, or disregard (hem at
their pleasure.
"It is, however, very obvious that all measures commenced and
prosecuted with a design to subvert the territorial government, and to
establish and put in force in its place a new government, without the
consent of Congress, will be unlawful. The laws establishing the
territorial government must continue in force until abrogated by
Congress ; and, in the meantime, it will be the duty of the governor,
and of all the tenitorial officers, as well as of the President, to take
care that they are faithfully executed."
If we apply the principles to Kansas which received the sanction of
· General J'acksou and his administration in the_Arkansas case, it becomes apparent that the Lecompton convention had the right to assemble under the protection of that clause of the Constitution of the United
,States which secures to the people the right "peaceably to assemble, and
to petition government for the redress ofgrievances;" and, in the exe.rcise of this right of petition, they might pray "Congress to abrogate the
territorial government, and to admit them into the Union as an independent State," provided "they confine themselves to the mere right
of petitioning, and the constitution enclosed in their petition meets tlie
sense of the people to be affected by it," and also that " such measures
be commenced and prosecuted in a peaceable llianner, in strict ttubor-
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dination to the exisli'llg territorial government, and in entire subs~iency
to the power of Congress to adopt, reject, or disregard them at their
pleasure;" but that said convention could not establish a government,
or ordain a constitution, or do any other act, under pretense of" preparing the Territory for admission into the Union as a sovereign
State," calculated or intended to abrogate, impair, or restrain the legislative power of the Territory over all rightful subjects of legislation
consistent with the organic act. If these principles be sound-if the
doctrine of General Jackson's administration in the Arkansas case be
correct, the President is ·mistaken in supposing that the Lecompton
convention did, or could do, any act depriving the territorial legislature of the power and right to pass a law referring the constitution to
a vote of the people on the 4th of January, with the view of ascertaining the essential and all-important fact whether it "meets- the
sense of the people to be offected by i t.''. The power of the territorial
legislature over the whole subject was as full and absolute on the 17th
day of December, when the law was enacted providing for the submission
6f the constitution to the people at the election on the 4th of January, as
it was on the 19th day of February, 185'7, when the legislature passed the
act calling the Lecompton convention into exii;tence. 'rhe convention
was the creature of the te):ritorial legislature, was called into existence by its mandate, derived whatever power it possessed from its enactment, and was bound to conduct all its proceedings " in strict subordination to the existing territorial government," as well as "in entire
subserviency to the power of Congress to adopt, reject, or disregard
them at their pleasure." Such being the case, whenever the legislature ascertained that the convention, whose existence depended upon
its will, had devised a scheme to force a constitution upon the people
without their consent, and without any authority from Congress, and
which was believed to be repugnant to the feelings and hostile to the
interests of the people to be affected by it, it became their imperative
duty to interpose and exert the authority conferred upon them by
Congress in the organic act, and arrest and prevent the consummation of the scheme before it had gone into operation. The legislature
deserves credit for the promptness, wisd0m, and justice which characterized its proceeding in this respect. The members were familiar
with the wishes of the people, having been elected after the Lecompton convention assembled, and before it concluded its labors, and at
the end of an exciting canvass, in which the origin and organization
of the convention, the circumstances untler which the delegates were
elected, aurl their pledge to submit the constitution to the people for
ratification or rejection, and the various provisions which were to be
incorporated into the constitution, were all fully and freely iiscussed
by both parties before the people. The legislature not only passed
the act of the 17th of December auth01·izing the people to vote for or
against the constitution before it should be sent to Congress for acceptanr.e, but, in order to prevent any action by Congress before the
people should have an opportunity of making their wishes knmvn in
an authoritative and legal form, the following preamble and resolutions were adopted, as published in the public prints, by the unanimous vote of the two houses:
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" Prearrwle and Joint resolutions in relation to the constitution framed
at Lecompton, Kansas Territory, on the 7th day of November, 1857.
"Whereas a small minority of the people living in nineteen of the
thirty-eight counties .o f this Territory availed themselves of a law
which enabled them to obstruct and defeat a fair expression of the
popular will, did, by the odious and oppressive application of the provisions and partisan machinery of said law, procure the return of the
whole number of the delegates of the constitutional ~onvention recently
assembled at Lecompton :
" And whereas, by reason of the defective provisions of said law,
in connexion with the neglect and misconduct of the authorities
charged with the execution of the same, the people living within the
remaining nineteen counties of the Territory were not permitted to
return delegates to said convention, were not recognized in its organization, or in any other sense heard or felt in its deliberations :
"And whereas it is an axiom in political ethics that the people cannot
be deprived of their rights by the negligence or misconduct of public
officers:
"And whereas a minority-to wit: twenty-eight only of the sixty
members of said convention-have attempted, by an unworthy. contrivance, to impose upon the whole people of this Territory a constitution without consulting their wishes, and against their will :
"And whereas the members of said convention have refused to
submit their action for the approval or disapproval of the voters of
the Territory, and in thus acting have defied the known will of ninetenths of the voters thereof:
"And whereas the action of a fragment of said convention, representing as they did a small minority of the voters of the Territory,
repudiates and crushes out the distinctive principle of the 'Nebraska.Kansas act,' and violates and tramples under foot the rights and the
sovereignty of the people:
"And whereas, from the foregoing statement of facts, it clearly
appears that the people have not been left 'free to form and regulate
their domestic institutions in their own way,' but, on the contrary, at
every stage in the anomalous proceedings recited , they have been prevented from so doing :
"Be it therefore resolved by the governor and legislative assembly of
Kansas Territory, That the people of Kansas being opposed to said
constitution, Congress has no rightful power under it to admit said
Territory into the Union as a State, and the representatives of said
people do hereby, in their name and on their behalf, solemnly protest
against such admission.
" Resolved, That such action on the part of Congress would, in the
judgment of the members of this legislative assembly, be an entirt:1
abandonment of the doctrine of non-intervention in the affairs of the
Territory, and a substitution in its stead of congressional intervention
in behalf ot a minority engaged iu a disreputable attempt to defeat the
will and violate the rights of the majority.
"Resolved, That the people of Kansas Territory claim the right,
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through a legal and fair expression of the
of a majority of her
citizens, to form and adopt a constitution for themselves.
"Resolved, That the governor of this Territory be requested to
forward a copy of the foregoing preamble and resolutions to the President of the United States, the P resident of the Senate, the Speaker of
the House of Representatives, and to the delegate in Congress from the
Territory."
In the face of all these evidences that the Lecompton constitution is
not the act of the people of Kansas, and does not embody their will;
that it was formed by a convention elected under an act of the territorial legislature, without the consent of Congress ; that the sixty
delegates composing the convention were chosen by nineteen of the
thirty-eight counties in the Territory, while the other nineteen counties were entirely disfranchised, without any fault of their own, by
t he failure or refusal of the officers, whose duty it was, under the law,
to 'take a census and register the voters in order to entitle them to
vote for delegates ; that the mode of submission to the people for
"ratification or rejection," as prescribed by the convention, was such
as to render it impossible for the people to reject it, for it allowed no
person to vote who would not vote for the constitution, and excluded
from the polls all persons who desired to vote against it ; that the only
reason assigned or believed to exist for not allowing the people to vote
against the constitution, as well as for it, is, that a large majority of
t he people were known to be opposed to it, and would have r~jected it
by an overwhelming majority, if they had been allowed an opportunity; that the mode ofsubmitting the" slavery article'' was such that
no man was permitted to vote/or making Kansas a slave State unless
he would vote for the constitution at the same time, nor was any man
permitted to vote against making Kan8as a slave State unless he would
also vote/or the constitution; that by this system of trickery in the
mode of submission a large majority, probably amounting to four-fifths
of all the legal voters of Kansas, were disfranchised and excluded from
the polls on tb,e 21st of December; that in order to prevent the injustice
and wrong intended to be perpetrated by the trickery resorted to in
this mode of sub~ission, and to secure in place of it a fair a nd honest
election, the legislature, on the I '7th of December, passed a law providing for such an election on the 4th day of January, at which the
whole people should have an opportunity, freely and unconditionally,
to vote for or against the constitution, and for or against the slavery
article, as they pleased; that, at said election, a majority of more than
ten thousand of the legal voters of Kansas repudiated and rejected the
L ecompton constitution; that the election on the 4th of January was
lawful and valid, having been fairly and honestly conducted, under
and in pursuance of a valid law, which the President was not only
bound to respect, but to see faithfully executed, the same as all other
territorial laws which are not inconsistent with the Constitution ot the
United States and the organic act of the Territory; that the election
on the 21st of December was not valid and binding on the people of
the Territory, for the reason that it was not held in pursuance of any
law of the Territory or of t he United States, nor under the authority
of any body of men duly authorized to make laws ;-I repeat, that in
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the face of all these facts, showing conclusively that the Lecompton
constitution is not the act and deed of the people of Kansas, and does
not embody their will, we are told by the President of the United
States that "to the people Kansas the only practical difference between
admission or rejection depends simply upon the fact whether they can
themselves more speedily change the present constitution, if it does
not accord with tbe will of the majority, or frame a second constitution,
to be submitted to Congress hereafter."
There is a "practical difference" far more important than the mere
question of time, and there are principles involved infinitely more important than the practical difference.
There is a serious difference in practice as well as in principle,
whether tbe people of Kansas shall be permitted to make and adopt
the constitution under which they are to live, and with which they
are to be received voluntarily into the Union, or whether Congress
will force them into the Union against their will, 11,nd with a constitution which they have repudiated by an overwhelming majority of
their votes at a fair election held in pursuance of law, and then maintain it by federal bayonets.
If it be true, o.s represented by the President, that c' ever since the
period of my (his) inauguration,
large portion of the people of
Kansas have been in a state of rebellion against the (territorial) government;" that "they have never acknowledged, but have constantly renounced and defied the government to which they owe allegiance, and have been all the time in a state of resistance against its
authority;" that "they would long since have subvel't!3d it, had it
not been protected from their assaults by the troops of the United
States;" that Governor Walker ,c considered at least two thousand
troops, under the command of General Harney, were necessary for
this purpose;" and that "I (the President) have been obliged, in
some degree, to interfere with the expedition to Utah, in order to
keep down rebellion in Kansas ;"-I repeat, that if these statements
be a fair and impartial representation of the character, feelings, and
purposes of the people of Kansas, does it follow, as a logical and
natural consequence from these premises, that" the speedy admission
of Kansas into the Union" with a constitution to which they are
unalterably opposed, and which they have repudiated by an over~
whelming majority of their voters at a fair election held in pursuance
of law, '' would restore peace and quiet to the whole country;" that
"domestic peace will be the happy consequence of its admission,'' and
that "I (the President.) shall then be enabled to withdraw the troops
of the United StateR from Kansas, and employ them on other branches
of service where they are much needed?'' If it be true, as alleged, that
"a large portion of the people of KanHas are in a state of rebellion
against the government," and that the rebels so far outnumber the
law-abiding citizens that they would c, long since have subverted the
territorial governme_nt, had it not been protected from their assaults
by the troops of the United States;" and that "they have all the
time been endeavoring to subvert it, and to establish a revolutionary
government" in its place; and that "up till this moment the enemies
of the existing government still adhere to their revolutionary plans

'
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and purposes with treasonable pertinacity;"-if these allegations, so
gravely set forth by the President in his special message, be true, do
they furnish satisfactory evidence to authorize the belief or even
grounds for. hope that "the speedy admission of Kansas into the
Union," with the Lecompton constitution, "would restore peace and
quiet to the whole country," and that "domestic peace will be the
happy consequence of its admission?"
It is to be lamented that the President does not seem to comprehend the nature and character of the controversies which have so ·unhappily disturbed tbe peace and marred the prosperity of Kansas, and
the grounds upon which they claimed to be justified in the course
they liave pursued. During the whole period from the 30th of :March,
1855, when the first annual election was hald for members of the
legislature and other officers in that Territory, until the general election on the first Monday of October, 1857, the free-State party, so
called, cfid boldly, firmly, and persistently refuse to recognize the territorial legislature of Kansas as a legally antl duly constituted legisfative body, with authority to pass laws which were valid and binding on the people of Kansas, for the reason, as they alleged, that the
members of that legislature were not elected by the people of Kansas,
but were elected by four or five thousand citizens of the adjoining
State of Missouri, who arc said to have invaded the Territory on the
day and a few days previous to the day of election, and, dividing
them~elves into sm,ill parties, and spreading over all the inhabited
parts of the 'ferritory, took possession of the polls and drove away
the peaceable legal voters, and thus forced a legislature upon the
people of Kansas against their will, and in violation of the KansasIebraska act.
These are the allegatiO'ns anll grounds of justification urged by the
free-State party in Kansas during the period to which I have referred.
It is no part of my present p~rpose to inquire how far these allegations are sustained by the facts, nor what number of the election districts were controlled by these illegal votes, nor the principles of law
applicable to the facts, or the legal conclusions properly resulting from
them. These questions were all fully considered and elaborately discussed by me in a report from this committee on the 12th of March,
1856. I refer to theru now, not for the purpose of re-opening that
discussion, or of changing the conclusions to which I then arrived,
but with the viow of showing upon what grounds the free-State party
claimed that they were justified in withholding their allegiance to the
t.erritorial government until a fair opportunity was afforded the people
of the Territory to elect their own legislature, in pursuance the organic law ; and that from the day on which the members elected, in
October, assembled and organized as a lcgislu.tive body, all the opponents of the Lecompton constitution have reoognized the territorial
government as valid and legitimate, acknowledging their allegiance
to it, and their determination and duty to sustain and supp@rt it. The
October election becomes a memorable period in the history of Kansas,
for the addit,ional reason that it marks the date when the Lecomptonites
changed their whole line of policy, and formed the scheme of forcing
the constitution on the people without their consent, and of subverting
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t he antbority of the territoria) l egislature without the consent of Congress. Up to t his period it had been generally understood and conceded that the convention had been called for the purpoi:e of framing
a. conatitution and submit.ting it to the rrnople for ratification or rejection, and of sending it to Congress for acccpta.nco, only in the event
it should be first ratified by a majority of all the le~al voters of the
•rerritory . Upon this point there is no room for doubt that tho P reaident and his cabinet concurred with the people of Kansas, that i t WM
the duty of the convention to submit the constitntioa to the people
fairly and nnconditic,nally, for ratification or reject.ion, before it coultl
be 00111-idered the act and deed of the people of Kansas, and that its
ratification by tho people must he !I. condition precedent to the admission of Kansas info the Union by Congres.<i . 'rhe President, in his
instructions to Governor W a.Iker, through his Secretary of State, under
date of March 30, said :
"\\Then sucq. constitution s n.ll be submitted to the people of t he
T erril/lry, they must be protoote<l in the exercise of tl,e1.'r right qf ootiug
FOR on. AG,AINST that instrument, and the fair oxprei.i;ion of the popular
will must not be i nterrupted by fraud or ,•iolcnco."
Governor ·walker, in rm official despatch to the Secrot.ary of State,
under date of Juno 2, said : "On one point the sentiment of the people iR almost unanimous-that the constitution must be submitt.ed for
ratifimtion or r~jection to t~ voto of the peo_ple who shall be bond fide
residents of the Territ.ory next foll." .And in his inaugural address t-0
the people of Kansas, Governor Walker said :
·
"\Vith these views, well known lo the President mul cabiuet , and
APl'IlO\'l:D BY TRIUl, I acccpt.ed the appointment of governor of Kansaa.
l {y im1tructions from the Pregirlent, through tho 8ecrot.nrr of State,
uuder elate of 30th of March l1rnt, sustaiu the 'regulRr legislature of
the 'fc-rritory in assembling :i convention to form n. constitution,' and
they express Lhe opinion of the President. that when such constitution
aball be submitted to the people of tho 'rerritory, they must be protected in t he exercise of their ri~b t. or voting for or a.gain st that instrument; and the fair expression of th.J popular will must not be intecrupted by fmud or violence."
" I repea.t, then, as r,iy elem· cont:iction, that, unless the convention
submit the comtitution to the, 1:ole of all the actual rC8ident settkrs of
Kansa,~, and the electwn be fairly a"d qwt.'clly conducted, the CONSI'ITUTION Wlf,L BE AXD OO<HtT TO BE JlK.TECTED BY CO~GRE<;S."

'rh&-c- oflicial papers, CQntaining the moi;t solemn and unequivocal
assurances on the part of the Presirkut, t ho cabinet, 11ncl the governor,
thnt the constitution would be submitted t.o the pecplc for " ratijicartiu-n or ,•1!Jeclion," and that in the event it should not be submitted, it
' ' trill cuul ought to be reje,eted by Congress,'' wero published and spread
broadcast oYer the 'l'Prritory, prior to tho election of d<•legates to the
convention, for the puq)(isc or i,at istjing the people that althou gh
they Juul been un,iustly &ml fonll.v treated in tbe apportiont&ent of
delegates by the tot.ii 1lisfranc-hisement of nineteen counties, and t he
imperfect and u nfair rcgi8tration of voter8 in the other nineteen counties, yet this great wrong would not produce any injury in the end,
for tho reason that the convention was compelled to submit the constitution to the people for " ratification or rejection," and that unle88 it
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should be thus submitted at a fair election "the co11,stiJ,uti,01i will be and
ought to be rr;jected by Congress."
,
The people, relying on these solemn pledges of tho Presiclent, the
ca\linet, and tho governor, supported by the constant assurances of a.11
the government officers in the T erritory, aud affirmed by the democratic party, unanimously, in their resolutions endorsing the policy
of Governor Walker, and nominating Governor Ransom for Congrei;11,
ancl confirmed by senators and representatives in Congress who
visited the T erritory, and gave similar pledges in their 1:1peeches to
the people, were lulled into a false and fatal security, under the belief
that the great wrong perpetrated in the apportionment for the election of delegates would bo corrected and rendered harmless by the
Bl!bmission of tho constitution to a. voto of the people at a foil' el ection
for ratification or rejeetion. Thus the matter stood when the election
took place on the first Houday of October last, and resulted in the
t-0tal defeat of the democratic party, and the triumph and election of
free-State men for the legislature, for Congress, and for county
officers. This election dissipated the last ray of hope on the part of
the pro-slavery men of making Kansas a. slaveholding State by a fair
""otc of the peopl e on the ratification or rejection of the constitution,
for the obvious reason that, while it was conceded 'thn.t the whole of
the free-State party (so called) would vote to a man against a proslavery constitution, it was well known that at least one-half of the
democratic party would voto the same way on that qno&tion, thu11
proving by the data furnis hed by that election that four-fift.hs, if not
nine-tenths, of tho peoplo were in favor of makiug Kansas a free
State. 'l'he Lecompton convention assembled and organized on the
first Monday in September, one month previous to the election, and,
after a.pJ.'ointing the committee and transacting some preliminary
business, adjourned until after the election for the purpose of avoiding a division in the democratic party by disclosino- the character of
tho c9nstitution until they should ascertain the relative strengt,h or
parties in the Territory. The result of the election demonstrated,
beyond all controversy, that an immense majority of the people of
Kansas were opposed to making Kansas a slave State, and tl,iit if tbe
convention framed a nd presented a slave State constitution for approval or disapproval, it would inevitably be rejected at 'the election.
Under these circumstances, the convention determined that, instead
of conforming their action to the known wishes of the people of Kansas, they would foFm a slave State constitution, and submit it to the
peopl e in such a form as to render it impossible for them to reject it,
by aliowing those to vote only who would voto fo1' it, and excluding
from tho polls all who proposed to vot.o against it. By this disreput.i.ble trick they hope to stwe themselves, the President and his cabinet, and all who co-operated with them, from the disgrace of violated
pledges at the same time that they defrauded tho people of Kansas of
the Aacred rightR of self-government guarantied by the organic act, by
forcing a constitution upon them without their consent and against their
wishe~. It is but just to remark, that the moment this scheme of
trickery and fraud was promulgated, a large m~jority of the democratic party, including the better portion of the pro-slavery p11.rty, wh&
had acted with the Lecomptonites up to that timo, instantly withdrew
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their confidence and support, and denounced the measure as a base
betrayal of the rights of the people. The Lccomptonites were loyal
to the territorial gove'rnment so long as they filled the offices and oontrolled its power; but the moment they were defeated at the election,
and the power passed into the bands of their opponents, they rebelled
against it, defied its authority, and devised schemes to destroy its existence. Thus they provided : " This constitution shall take effect
and be in force from and after its ratification by the people, as hereinbefore provided ;" that is, from and aft.er the election on the 21st of
December, when the people were permitt.ell to vote for it, but not
against it. In this mode they proposed to abrogate and subnrt the
t-0rritorial government established by Congress, by µutting in force a
State conijtitution without the consent ofCongresR. What is this but rebellion-open, naked, undisguised rebellion? Where is the difference
between this and the'l'opeka movement, which the President denouilces
as" revolutionary government,'' organized in defiance of the authority
of the United States, which it was his duty to suppress with the
federal troops? R e says: " Thu 'I'opeka govemment, adhered to
with such treasonable pertinacity, is a government fo direct opposition to
the existing government pre8<:ribedandrecogni1.ed by Congress." ~Iin-ht
nft the President have said, with as much fairness and justice, that
' this Lecompton constitution, adhered to with such treasonable pertinaci t.y, is a constitution in direct opposition to the existing government prescribed and recognized by Congress? " If it be said that the
Topeka constitution was framed and declaretl to bo in force without
the consent of Congress, and, therefore, " revolutionary," it may be
answered, with equal truth, that the Lecompton constitution was
framed and declared in force without the consent of Congress, and,
consequently, "revolutionary" for the same reason. But we are told
that the Lecom pton convention assembled under the authority of the
territorial legislature. It is true that it commenced its proceedings
under the sanction of the legislature, and terminated its action ia
open rebellion against the authority of the legislature. When the
legislature, on the 17th of December, interposed its lawful nuthotity
to prevent the Lecompton constitution from going into effect until
ratified by the people on tho 4th of January, and accepted by Congrei:s, the Lecomptonites defied the authority of the legi~lature established by Congress, and treated the law with contempt, refusing
to yield obedience to it, or respect its mandates, or abide by the decision under it.
Thus it will be seen that, from the time the Lecomptonites lost possession of the offices under the territorial government by a fair election on the first Monday in October last, in the language of the President, " they have all the time been endeavoring to subvert it, and '
establish a revolutionary government under the so-called T opoka
(Lecompton) constitution in its stead. 80 it appears that the Lecompton constitution, as well as the Topeka constitution, was declared to
"take effect and be in force," not only wit,hout the cnnsent of Congress, but in defiance and contempt of the authority of the territorial
legislature established ·by Congress. Hence, if it be true that the Topeka constitution was revolutionary, (and I have always held that it
was so,) for the reason that it was declared to take effect and be in
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forct1 without the consent of Congress, and in defiance of the authority
,
of the territorial legislature, it is undeniable that the Lecompton
constitution was "revolutionary" for the same reason, and that the
President of the United States was under the same official obligation
to maintain the supremacy of the territorial law over the Lecompton
constitution as he was over the Topeka cor..stitution until Congress
should otherwise order and direct. Upon what principles of fairness
or justice, then, can it be urged that we should admit Kansas into the
Union with the Lecompton oonstitution? Certainly not upon the ground
that it is the act and deed 0f the people of Kansas, and fairly embodies
their will, for it has been conclusively shown that it has been repudiated
by the people by more than 10,000 majority at a fair election held in
pursuance of a valid law. Not upon the g round that it was adopted •
" in strict subordination to the existing territorial government, and
in entire subserviency to the power of Congress to adopt, reject, or
disregard it at their pleasure," as was held by General Jackson in the
Arkansas case to be necessary ; for it has been shown, beyond all controversy, that it was declared to "take effect and be in force" in defin.nce of the authority of the territorial legislature, and without the
consent of Congress. But the speedy admission of Kansas is urged
by the Ptesiden t as " a question of mere expediency," in order to
"restore peace and quiet to the whole country," and prevent "a
revival of the slavery agitation." Upon this point the Presiden t
addresses a plausible and ingenious argument to that portion of t he
anti-slavery feeling of the country, which, overlooking the great principle of self-government involved, opposes the Lecompton constitution
mainly upon the g round that it recognizes and establishes 11lavery in.
Kansas, aod is willing to adopt the shortest and quickest mode of
abolishing slavery and making Kansas a free State. In order to reconcile this anti-slavery feeling to the admission of Kansas under the
Lecompton conatitution, the President p resents and enforces, by argument, the following propositions:
1st. '£hat "it ha!! been solemnly adjudicated by the highest judicial
tribunal known to our laws, that slavery exists in Kansas by virtue of
the Constitution of the United States, and that Kansas is therefore,
at this moment, as much a slave State as Georgia or South Carolina."
2d. That "slavery can, therefore, never be prohibited in Kansas,
except by means @f a constitutional provision, and in no other manner can this be done so promptly, if a ma:iority of the people desire it,
as by admitting it into the Union under the present constitution."
3d. That "the people will then be sovereign, and can regulate their
own affairs in their own way. If a majority of them desire to abolish
domestic slavery within the State, there is no other possible mode by
which this can be effected so speedily as by prompt admission;" and
that ' ' the legislature already elected may, at its very first session,
submit the question to a vote of the people, whether they will or will
not have a convention to amend their constitution, and adopt all ne<:essary means for giving effect to the popular will."
4th. Inasmuch as the Lecompton constitution provides a mode of
amendment after the year 1864, and thereby excludes the possibility
-0f any lawful change until that period, the President suggests that
Congress may remove this obstacle, by inserting a clause in the act of
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admission annulling so much of the constitution as prohibits any
change until aher the year 1864, and requires two-thirds of each
house of the legislature to autborize the people to vot.e for a convention, and declaring the right of the legislature already elected to call
a convention, by a majority vote, in violation of the constitution under
which its members were elected, and which they were sworn to support. Let us read the President's language on this point :
" If, therefore, the provision changing the Kansas constitution, after
the year one thoWland eight hundred and sixty-four, could forcibly be
construed into a prohibition to make such ~L change previous to that
period, this prohibition would be wholly unavailing ; and again : If a
majority of them (the people of Kansas) desire to abolish domestic
• sl.wcry within the Stat.e, there is no other possible mode by which
this can be effected so speedily as by prompt admission. The will of
the majority is supreme and irresistible when expressed in an orderly
and lawful manner. They can make and unmake constitutions at
pleasure. It would be absurd to say they can impose fottcrs on their
own power which they cannot afterwards remove. If they could do
this, they might tie their own hands fqr a hundred as well as for ten
. years. These are fuudnmental principles of American freedom, and
are recognized, I believe, in some form or other, by every State con.s titution; and if Oongre81J, in the act of admission, 8hould think propeT
ro recognize thirn, I can perceive no objection to such a course.''
'l'ae President can perceive no objection to Congress inse1·ting a provision in the act admitting Kansas into the Union, which abrogates and
annuls an imperative provision oftheconstitution, and declares the right
Qf' the legislature already elected to take the initiatory steps to change
it by a m3:jority vot.e, in the face of the provision in t!).e constitution
that such st.epti shall not be taken unlesM two-iliirds of the r;ielff/,bers of
flUCh house concur, and not even in that case until after the year 1864.
What right has Congress to int.ervene and annul, alter , or even construe the provisions of a State constitution, and license the members of
the legislature to disre?gard thoir sworn obligation~ to support the constitution under which they hold their offices? Where does Congress
obtain its authority to tell the members of a State legislature that
they are under no obligation to respect and obey the constitution with,
which such State was a<lmitted into the Union, and that they may
proceed to alter or abrogate it in a mode and at a time different from
that authorized or permitted in the instrument?. If the Lecompton
constitution be the act and deed of the people of Kansas ; and if it beaccepted by Congress as such, and the State be admitted into the Union
llilder it, 1 hold that there is no lawful mode on earth to change or·
amend it, except the one provided and authorized in the constitution
it.self. I agree that "the will of the majority is supreme and irresistible when expressed in an orderly and lawful manner." But tho
question is, when a constitution has onoe become the supreme law of ·
a State, what "lawful manner" is there of changing it, except the one
provided and permitt.ed by the constitution? I agree with the President, also, that " the people can make and unmake constitutions at
pleasure." But how-in what manner is this to be done? There are
two modes-the one lo.wfu l, and the other revolutiona'l'y. When a con-etitution has once become the fundamental law of a State, there is no-
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1anner," there can be no lawful manner of altering,
mg, ,_ ~.,rogating it, except in purimance of itR provii,ions. It i
that the right of revolution remains-that great inalienaule r ig
,vhich our fathers r esorted when submission was intolerable,
resistance i~ less evil than s11bmi1JAion.

1-fo,we, if the Leoompton ronstitutiou be flC(.••ptcd by ~ongr€'!.s and th,• Stafo ;\,lm
under it, "hilE' then, will l,e no " lt,wfol me\nner " of aml'nding or abrci:;ating it
alter the yuar 186~. anrl th~n only hy the ooncurrcne<' of two-thirds oi ea.ch branch , ,r
legio1l11ture, in t he lirst inst1\llce, followed by a majority vole of all thr citi1,•ns of tho ,,
and the wncurren,·,· of thl' two houl!l'll of the n-,xt lo-,.;islat11r,·. all prior to the cledll
delegates and the a,;,;e1ubling of a ronvcntion; y~t thu rernlutionnry right will rcma\
the people of Kaus:114, to be resorted to or not, a1..-cor,1ing as they shall det(,rmino for tb
sclv1'8, that it is a )t:,11; c,·il t,, resillt than to •uhmit lo u oonKlitution v.hkh wa.s nl'''' r tl
ad. arnl de.,,I. and n~,·eT did 4.'mbody tb,•ir v.ill. lt rnAy bo tn1e tbat, 1m,lcr this kr
righ~ <•f reYolution, ·' if a umjority uf the people !fo.,ire to u.l>vli,;h ,lomestic blU.Y~ry in
otuw, there is no otlrnr po"1-ible mode by which this can be effected speedily a,
prompt a,Imi,;.,;ion ;" 1'ut if this "m•><le ·• l,c T~'S'lrt!',J to under the impre;.,ion that it .,.
abolish ~1:,.vcry i11 Kansas 1J1ore • · ,poedily" than any vther pOi,ijiblc mod~, it must
nmlcrHtoocl to me.m revolution if hll4.'CChsful , a.n-1 rcbrlliou in c:i.-ie of failure. nut ~u
J>Ooi" the line of polky indk1t~dby I.he Pre~ideut hh,mld be p un.ut>d : that Kan"!<' he a,
mitlt'd nndn th.. L,..-.,m~,ton constitution ; t hut C.,u1·;re,s, in the act of admi~sion, r~~;:'.'lli7.
the ril(ht of " the lel{i~laturo alre:vly el..ct«l nt it.~ yery fir~t se&lion to 8t1bmit the •inc~
tio11 to a Yote of tho poopk, whether th·•y will or will not hav•J l\ oonnntion t<> :uneu,
their oon,,t tution, 1111,( adopt all m ,.,._"'Sa,y m«,...ur,·, t-0 givu ~ft'.•ct to th,· popuf.u will."
SnpJ~ o.11 this to hH\'C been done, ofwho.l r,,Ji.-f will it btJ to the opprc,,e,J Jlt'Oplc of K1msa.~,
unlt-M Mr. Calhoun 8hall ij,•t P-~idc the fra11.Julcnt return~ from Dehiwalt' \Jrossiug, or gn
behin•l the returns :\n<I rejct·t the fraudulent Yoiui at Kickapoo, Sbawne~. or Oxford, or at
other precincts, in order to Insure a mRjorily in boto branoltc~ of the kgl~lature oppo'°'I
1
the Lecompton comtitutl1>1:, a Ad in favor of an immediate ch>111gc I
Unless tho President is prPpared to infor111 1111 that tbi11 ia to bu done, it i, wor8" thaB
mockery to talk ab1>ut the right of tho legislaiur~, "at its very flrat 1ellllion," to submit tbe
que~tio n to the pe.1p!", anJ t<> ins0rt a vo id clause in the act of admission ,leclaratory of 11,
rigb; which cttu be e'Coreised only in violation of thl' constitution, and by revolution; and
61!peci111fy ifit is undcratood t b11t, by forged rutul'Illl i.nd fraudulent •Ote~, a m~jority of m6m•
bert are to be declared el ..c-wd in both bnmehes •if tbe leAi~lRture who o.re dett1rminl1d to
w11int11in the Leeotnpton constitution, and re8iat any Hild ail ••lforta to eban~l' it. By the expre.. command of tho eonatitution, the returDij <>f that election were to be made to thu pre.<ident of the oonvemion "within e~ht days·• ufter tho election. Oo tbe ninth day i,ftt>r the
elect.ion, to wit: on the ) :3th day of January, the returns wore opeued and coumod by Mr.
Calhonn, 1111 appeara by the proclamation of the pr.i~iding officers of the t wo house, of ,h.,
legislature, who were preaeot, by his invitadon to witnesa the openini: and countini:
of the voteR. :Yore than a month ball elnp,ed since tho retnrna wore opened an<i vot.u8
counted , and Mr. Culboun bPing io this city, wt1 art1 not permitted to know tho rPsult of hi& deliberation•; whetbt'r the rumou of yesterday that tbe anti-L ecompton membt'ra were elected,
or the rumor of to-day that the Lecompton party have rriumpbed, or whetbor the policy is to
withhold the decision until the Statll ah111l hav,, been admitted, a nd, Jo,iviug each party to in for
mat the deci1iou ia in their f!lvor, compel Congress t-0 net in the dark, and wait patiently to find
OIi' the r&ult of its action. But suppoi!O there ~bould be :i. majority in both houhcs of
t.be legislature oppo!led to the Le<-ompton constitution nnd in favor of ,i <'hlill.l(C, what
can they do towards rcli,;Ying the pc..-ople of Kan,;as from a constitulic,n they abhor,
>doro It is well underatood that in oonsequenc., of a largt- number of votes runt fur the
anti-Lecompton ticket haTing been r et umod to Governor Denyer in.toad of lir. Cl\lhoun,
td:tt1 Lecompton ticket for governor and Stnte ofllcen, is t-0 bo declared cl~ctcu, thuR ren•
dering il morally certa.in thnt any bill which t he legislature might pa;;.,, barin~ for it.i
object a change in the oouslitution, would be defeated by tbe governor's veto, it not bein!t'
anticipatod in any ooutingency that the opponent.8 of tbe Lecompton con~titution would
have a majorit1 of two-thirds in each brooch of the legi11laturo t Hence, it mu.,t 1,u app!\:went to all that, in t he event that Kan888 is admitted under the Lecempton colllltitntion,
every argument o r proposition founded on the idea that the pooplo of Kansas wfll havo
the opportunity of changing, the constitution by pc..ceful mean8 through the instmmeu•
-.Jity of the l egislature, must, iu all probability, pr0Ye deceptive and dcl•l8ive. tu tho
eYent that the deed shall be consummated, their only alternative will bo snbmlAAion or
nr,olution. Revolutions are, sometimes, peaceful nnd bloodle:IR. Constitutions nnd governments hlm1 been c:banged by rcYolntion, without violence or blood!'hcd ; Lu, thi,; i:! the
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where the public sentiment in favor of the cbiLnge is tlllaoimous, :l
to uuauimity as to silence all opposition. Jf this should prove ~v ,...
C8b.Ao
, the people will be able to reas,ert their violated rights of self-government and
constitutivu which will embody their will, without violeoce or force; but if, i:a
>l,'l'e,;,, of the revolution, rhey ~hoald meet with determined resistance, civil wwjitiona.l submission mast be the ine\'itable wnsequcnce.
the history of this Lecompton constitution, and the character and purpos~ of t he
engaged in the movement, and the means employed to force it upon an unwilling
.e, furnish an assurance that, aft.er they h:.ve reali.Y.ed a.11 their hopes hy making tae
iitution the fandament"1 law of the State, unalterable until t\fter 1864, and then
~. hy a two-thirds vote, they will, on the day they come into power under it,
i it to be subvert.ed an<l abrogated by a revolutionary movement. when they will
acquirecl tbe right, under the Conshtut.ion of the United,ttates, to demall(l of the
denl tho use of the federal army w put down the insurrection, and protect the
" "against domestic violence !"
1ien th:i,; demand shall be made upon the President by the "legislature already
ted, at its very fugt session," or by the goTernor, '· when the legislature cannot be
vene.d," will he not consider himself bound by bis ofllcial oath, i,nd in obedience to
t Con~titution of the United Rt.ates, to U!e the federal troops to prot.ect the State
,Linst domestic violen, c, by putting down the revolution, and suppre6Sing insurrection,
maintaining the authority of the constitution, until lawfully changed in the ma.oner
1
CECribcd in the instrument? Or, if it could be conTerted int.o a judicial, instead of "
5Iitical que~tion, and brought before the Supreme Court of the. United States for adjudi~tion. can any one doubt the decision~ Would not the court be compelled to decide
hat the constitution, having once become the tundamental Jaw of the State, must bo
,-cspected and obeyed as such unt il cban;,:ed or annulled, in pursuance of its own provisions!
Would not tbc oourt be compelled to declare, ns an invariable aud uni,ersal rule of
interpretation, that when a constitution prescribes one mode of amcudm~nt it must be
underst-0od and conRtrued as h1Lviog thereby predude,J all other modes, and prohibited all
ether mr.an& of accomplishing tbc same objett? Suppose the people of Kansas should
att.lmpt to cban:;cc the coastitut.ion in a mode ,md at a lime different from that author•
ized in the instrument, and should proc~ccl so far I\S
ndopt n. new oonstitution, and set
11p a rcita.te government under it by an oTcn~helming majority, in antagonism to the constitution ancl State government with which Kansas was admitted iato the Union, which
of these l:itate governments wonlcl the Prc,;ideut feel bound to 1·eoogni1o0 and "prote(A
against domestic violence," when applied to in the manner prorided in the F'ederal Con·
5titution ! Would be not be com~lled to use the whole milih\ry power of the Unitod States,
or so much of it as shall be necessary, to put down the rebellion and "protect the State
ng,iinst domestic violence," when properly applied to tor that purpose! Hence the question will arise, and it is important to know how it is to be decided, in the eTent there
6hall be two State gonrnments in Kansas, in aatagooitim 'litb each other-the one orga.nfaed under the Lecompton constitution, nod the other established by the people in oppoeition to the Lecompwn ooustitution-which ,~m the President recognize us valid and
legitimate, and which will be denounce as A "rernlutionary gonrnment, adhered to witb
buch treasonable pertinacity" as lo make it his duty, under the Constitntion of t he United
States, to put down tho insurrection and crush out the rebellion 'l'l'ith the federal troops!
rt ii; important that this question shoulcl be dctermilled, in order that the people of Kansas
rnay know how they are to exercise that great inclcfeasiblc right of which the President
i;pi,aks, when he i;ays, "they can make and nnru:.kc constitutions at pleasure."
Doc,; he me~n that innlicna.ble right of rc,·olution t-0 which c,·ery people may resort
when their opprcs,;ion is intolerable, and submission is a Jess evil than resistance r lf so,
I fear t.bat the bright anticipations of the President woulu not be fully realiwd whoo be
imagines tba.t the speedy admission of Kan.sas into the Uuion unrler the Lecompton oons titution "would 1·cstore peace and quiet to the wb.ole country," and eni.ble him "to
withdraw the troops of the United States from Kansas, and employ them on bi:anches ot
th.: ~er vice where they a.re much noeded."
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